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We will now describe the other improve- of its length to a similar vibrating rod, N,
ment for working the bellows with more which may be of the Earne lenl(th as M. A
ease to the operator. L is a treddle jointed rod, 0 I connects the treddle to the lower, sec
at the back end by a pin to a vibrating rod, tion of the bellows. The spring inside ot the

These g)lides steady the bed piece
when it is raised or lowered j E is the sliding
stock which works on the bed piece. On the

sidef, of the �tock, inside, there is a projection,
a, which fits in a recess, b, in the bed piece.

The stock is also provided with four rollers,
(two not seen) hung on two smail �haft�,
d fl, (one not shown.) These roilers run on

c c

the improvements, tor which a patent was

two thin proiecting rails, e e; F is a vertical
rack bar which works. between cleats inside
of the box. This rack-bar meshes into a pini.

granted to the inventor, A. L. Swan, of Cher

ry Valley, N. Y, on the 9th of last March.
One improvement relates to the exhausting
a

draug!lb

on inside of the sliding stock, and hung on
shaft, H, to the ends of which shaft the t wo

of air

through the reed and consists of a new mode

handles, I I, are attached; J is the cutter which
is attached at the lower end of the rack bar,
F, to the foot of the bar, K, which lits in a

of constructing the air receiving box which

is in connection with the exhausting bellows.

Another improvement relates to a simple '1nd

groove in the rack bar by a set �crew, i. By
this arrangement the cutter can be raised or
lowered while working in a very simple man

convenient mode of working the bellows, by
which the player

can

perform with more ease.

By the first impro' vement, three desirable re

ner, by simply turning the handles, I, which

sults are obtained, viz., the apparatus exhausts

makes the pinion on shaft, H, elevlite the cut
ter rack bar, F ; L is a gauge placed on the

nearly double the quantity of air to that of the
common exhausting apparatus, and occupies

no more space j it also produces

a,

merely turning the handles by which the sli.

the table.

The annexed engraving is a transverse ver

causes

and so arranged that the knife or cutter may

be regUlated to cut the required depth, by

these set screws, the bed· piece may be placed
the requisite distance above the table. D D
are guides attached to the ends of the bed
piece working in recesses at the ends of

tical section of a complete melodeon, showing

which

knife or cutter placed within a sliding stock,

ding stock is moved upon the bed.
M, attached to the floor below the instru- bellows always raises the treddle to the posi
A is a table, and B is a bed·piece placed on
is
it
until
line!,
dotted
the
by
indicated
tion
middle
the
about
at
attached
also
is
it
ment;
the top of it; C C are screws passing through
SWAN'S MELODEON.
the platform and the bed-piece. By adjusting

Improved lUelodeon.

bellows,
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peculiar

top of the table.

This gauge has set screws

which pass through' projections, K K. The
pressure at all times, and sustains the power of depressed by the loot. If the player places motion and reduce the friction, but this IS not said screws pass through the slots, II, in the
his heel on the- floor at a suitable dWlUlce cansideredll good plan Tille improved mode tabllh �.o Ji4t'lliil�ugll _c��e �e�j),uallel
a note as the apparatUluemains exhausting.
A-A �"Dt;e t�,.onne m�lodeon;1ftJrOlft:lIlle l!ud- otthe lriljldle, and, ket!ps-upa oth<wging the tredare causeif' 1ihe part upon with the ped piece,.8, 'or obliquely to it by

strong bell tone j and it exhausts with equal

the front.part ot which! partitioned off hy the g��le vi�r�.tg.t:y: Il,l.otion with his foot, the vi- which the foot tests to move in a curve in the the' set screws. '.
'
'
i'
board; B, running the length of the melodeon j brating bars wili be thrown back by the pres" same directiun a i the toot, and the foot re.
OPERA-TION.-The paper to he cut is placed .

the parts are arranged in'the ordinary manner . sure and the treddle depressed so as to draw mains nearly stationary upon it, the slid, C is on e oithe finger'keys; ib is shown press� down the moveable section, J, of the bellows, ing of the foot being entirely obviated, and
sed, down upon the moveable vertical pin a, the spring raising it every time the treddle is the necessity for the roller removed.
There are two claims in the patent, cover
this acts upon the valve, D, which is shown relieved of the foot pressure. In. working a
open; d is one of, th9 reeds; E is a back treddle hung in the ordinary way, the curve ing the improvemoilts we have specified, viz.,

on the top of the table, A, against the gauge,

L, underneath the bed piece, B.

The gauge

is set in such a manner that the paper may be

cut the desired WIdth, and paraUel or oblique.

ly with the bed piece.

The operator then
case or air receiving box ot the instrument. described by the end of the treddle and by the the uniform regulation of the draft of the bel works the sliding cutter stock by the handles,
Under the partition, B, there is a' passage, b, foot are in opposite directions, and the foot lows, and the mode of hanging the treddle.
and cuts the paper by moving the stock back
More inlormation may be obtained by let and forth. The cutter is lowered as the pile
leading to the valves and reeds; F is the top must slide along part of the treddle. A roller
of this box, and is connected by wings, c c, to has been applied to the treddle to ease this ter addressed to the patentee at Cherry Valley. is cut down by the operator turning the han
ibs uppAr edges all around. These wings all
dles, so as to depress the rack bar, in which
'
fold inwards towards the mIddle ,ot the box,
the cutber is secured.
PAPER CUTTING MACHINE.
and are of such depth as to allow the top, F,
The inventor 01 this simple improvement
to descend nearly to the bottom of the box;

on paper and pastebl)ardcutting machines, is

opening or expandin� the inside of the box;

title, and interest to Mr. Oerter, to whom the

lows which is the same as in other instru

pally used in bookhinderies, and mar he used

G is the spring lor forcing up the top, F, and

Frederick Hesse, who assigned all his right,

H is the valve leading to the e1(hanstin g bel
ments, having

a

patent was issued.

valve, I, in the lower section.

This machine :s princi

for other purposes than trimming books ;'nd

The air is exhausted from the box, E, by the

cutting paper.

bellows, J, and when the valves, D, are open

More information may be obtained by let

ed, the external air }'ushing into the hox in

ter addre!sed to Mr. Oertel.

the direction of the arrows, 1 1, causes the vi
hration of the reeds, and produces the sounds.

Transparent Soup.

In the engraving the box is shown about half

A concentrated solution of soap in wat�r

est when the box is nearly exhausted, and

formation of crystals j this, however, is not

exhausted.

The force of the spring is strong

becomes partially opaque on cooling, hy the

weakest when the top is raised and the box
full of air.

the case with

When the spring is strongest the

holic solution.

top wOllld rise quickest and cause the current

ration 0: which was formerly kept a profound

counteracted by the press ure 01 the atmos
c c,

similarly concentrated alco
This f.lcb is applied to the

manufacture of transparent soaps, the prepa

ot air to be the strongest, but this effect is

phere upon the wings,

a

secret.

their tendency to

In preparing soap 01 this description,

ordinary soap is thoroughly dried in a stove,

close the box increases with the tendency uf

and dissolved in hot alcohol.

the spring to open it, and .this tendency is

All foreign

matters not consisting of soa p will remain un

greatest when the top, F, is lowered, and the

dissolved, and must be removed in this case,

ses and the box fills with air until when the

cannot remain concealed by an opaque mass

sure on the wings ceases.

By this means the

deposition, or by a fllter supported by a fun

form, and the draft or current ot air is al

The alcohol is then separated from the solu

this unitormity of draft which is so great a

ble of foroling a solid mass, when cooled in

box exhausted, and it decreases as the top ri

with so much the more care, because they

box is full and the spring exhausted the pres

as in ordinary soap.

tendency of the top, F, to rise is al ways uni
ways the same until the box is filled.

��""

They are removed by

nel, surrounded on the outside with hob water.

Ib is

tion by <li�tjllation, until the residue is capa

desideratum in instruments of this kind, and
The annexed engraving is a perspective the 19th of last July (1853) to H. J. Oerter, the metallic moulds. TrallBparent soap of
w4ich is wanting in the ordinary exhaus\ing view of a machine for cutting paper, paste- of Bethlehem, Pa. The nature of the im this kind is generally too hard, and affords a
,fmol,d",,board, &c., for which a patent was granted on p rovement consists in having an adjustable IathM with ,""t diffi'wty.
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